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EATING THE BIG FISH : How Challenger Brands Can Compete Against Brand Leaders, Second
Edition, Revised and ExpandedThe second edition of the international bestseller, now revised
and updated for 2009, just in time for the business challenges ahead.It contains over 25 new
interviews and case histories, two completely new chapters, introduces a new typology of 12
different kinds of Challengers, has extensive updates of the main chapters, a range of new
exercises, supplies weblinks to view interviews online and offers supplementary downloadable
information.

From the Inside FlapOnce upon a time, spirited David challenged the towering Goliath. Forty
years ago, rental car company Avis challenged Hertz—the big fish in its industry—and won a
larger, more profitable share of the market by “trying harder.” Today, Challengers such as
method, JetBlue, Nintendo Wii, and Linux successfully compete with much bigger brands in
their markets by redefining in their favor the criteria consumers use to make choices. The
leaders in any market are never in reality invulnerable; they just seem that way before a smart,
focused, Challenger brand takes them on.Updated and revised with additional chapters and
thirty new examples of Challenger brands in action, the Second Edition of Eating the Big Fish
reflects recent developments in the marketplace and media since the publication of the
bestselling and influential first edition. Author Adam Morgan—who, with his company, has
researched and worked with Challengers over the last decade—presents and analyzes the
effective marketing tactics Challenger brands use to raise their profiles and take market
share.Morgan provides practical advice and plentiful, easy-to-follow examples to show how a
Challenger brand can get noticed and steal customers from competitors with much bigger
advertising and marketing budgets. He presents eight Challenger credos that stress bringing a
fresh perspective to market, building a prominent and emotionally appealing identity,
implementing a pervasive communication strategy, and focusing intently on ideas rather than
consumers.This new edition explores what needs to change and what needs to stay the same
for Challenger brands in the shifting communications landscape of media, technology, and the
Web. Most important, it affirms that Challenger brands are alive, well, and hungry. If you want to
increase the profile and the profitability of your brand against bigger competitors, this book puts
the big fish on your menu.From the Back CoverOnce upon a time, spirited David challenged the
towering Goliath. Forty years ago, rental car company Avis challenged Hertz―the big fish in its
industry―and won a larger, more profitable share of the market by “trying harder.” Today,
Challengers such as method, JetBlue, Nintendo Wii, and Linux successfully compete with much
bigger brands in their markets by redefining in their favor the criteria consumers use to make
choices. The leaders in any market are never in reality invulnerable; they just seem that way



before a smart, focused, Challenger brand takes them on.Updated and revised with additional
chapters and thirty new examples of Challenger brands in action, the Second Edition of Eating
the Big Fish reflects recent developments in the marketplace and media since the publication of
the bestselling and influential first edition. Author Adam Morgan―who, with his company, has
researched and worked with Challengers over the last decade―presents and analyzes the
effective marketing tactics Challenger brands use to raise their profiles and take market
share.Morgan provides practical advice and plentiful, easy-to-follow examples to show how a
Challenger brand can get noticed and steal customers from competitors with much bigger
advertising and marketing budgets. He presents eight Challenger credos that stress bringing a
fresh perspective to market, building a prominent and emotionally appealing identity,
implementing a pervasive communication strategy, and focusing intently on ideas rather than
consumers.This new edition explores what needs to change and what needs to stay the same
for Challenger brands in the shifting communications landscape of media, technology, and the
Web. Most important, it affirms that Challenger brands are alive, well, and hungry. If you want to
increase the profile and the profitability of your brand against bigger competitors, this book puts
the big fish on your menu.About the AuthorADAM MORGAN is a partner in eatbigfish
(www.eatbigfish.com), an international brand and marketing consultancy specializing in
Challenger brand strategy, behavior, and culture. Previously an executive with TBWA\Chiat\Day,
one of the world’s largest advertising agencies, he has worked with clients like IKEA, Unilever,
Virgin, and Apple. He and his partners together run The Challenger Project, the evolving
research into how Challenger brands think and behave, on which their thinking, writing, and
speaking is based.Read more
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jairo enrique barranco cabrera, “Any brand can be reevaluated. I learned how reevaluated Any
brand, how to make it competitive by looking the forest not the trees.Be sensible about making
some sacrifies in order to gain focus”

Tanner Chastain, “with a remarkable protagonist who is someone I’d like to meet. “Divisible Man”
is fabulous! A well told story, with a remarkable protagonist who is someone I’d like to meet,
have a beer with…and fly.I found the writing style to be absolutely refreshing, like a glass of
Shramsberg Rose sparkling wine whose light Pinot Noir grapes pleasantly burst onto the pallet
with a surprising, delightful intensity stimulating the taste buds to crave for more…and more.I
can’t wait to pop the cork on the second in the series, ““Divisible Man, The Sixth Pawn.””

OysterJim, “"Challenges" the conventional wisdom. I'm telling all my clients about this book. If
you agree with the following, you'll like it too. "..marketing is not a science but informed
judgement...the cover of the book should offer a photograph of Herb Kelleher, dressed as his
occasional business alter ego, Elvis Presley, with the title 'Does This Man Look Like a
Scientist?'"Great exercises to get you thinking, no matter if your brand is a leader or an also ran.
e.g."Grove" named for Andy Grove- "Fire ourselves- leave the building and come back in as an
entirely new team. What's one thing you would stop doing and one thing you would do
instead?" Morgan punches holes in conventional wisdom- mission statements, focus groups,
etc. A favorite quote: "The key failure, then, for any company attempting to effect a gear change
in its own performance is not the ability to define its intention, but the inability to translate
intention into behavior."”

J. Malnar, “one of the best marketing books available. I own (oooooh) probably between 80 and
100 books on marketing, some are obligatory read for my masters in marketing, some are
handpicked in stores and on amazon and I stand by the title of my review. What can you take out
from this book: YOU CAN compete with big brands, there are attitudes and ways of running your
business that can knock down the goliath in your industry, and this book explains how, giving
numerous examples from various industries. Only negative, if I can call it that, is author's writing
style, which was rather hard for me, but then again, I am croatian, so it could be my english, not
mr Morgan's :). A MUST!! have.”

Gift Card Recipient, “A Guide for the Rest of Us. This book details the realities, challenges, and
opportunities of those brands that aren't the category leaders. Since missteps aren't just
setbacks, but could be failures with smaller brands, it provides a perspective on how to define
who/what the brand is and how to compete. I highly recommend this book for anyone in
marketing, but especially those brands that have to fight to be heard over the gorilla(s) in your
category.”



sparklehorse, “Down to Earth Explanation of Challenger Brand Concepts. This is a great book
for anyone in the branding, marketing or advertising industries to learn to think a little differently
about branding. It's also a great resource for business owners (big or small) to ask themselves
how they fit into their market and how they can learn to stand out. The beauty of the book is that
it makes these ideas seem accessible for businesses at any level. Inherent in the Challenger
mentality is that it doesn't take a big budget to make a difference; it just takes a big commitment.
This book is a definite recommend.”

Gareth Kay, “The second edition is even better than the original. The original Eating The Big Fish
was a seminal marketing text when it was first published in 2001. The new version is,
surprisingly, even better. Years of practicing the challenger brand concept has allowed Adam
Morgan to refine and sharpen his argument and in there's a whole host of new learning from new
case studies.If you haven't read it yet, I urge you to. If you read the original, it's well worth getting
the new version to be re-invigorated about the transformational possibility of powerful ideas
brilliantly executed.”

michael harris, “Thought-provoking and relatively pragmatic. I have significant business
experience, but not any at all in consumer marketing.This book is quite useful in pointing out via
examples how a consumer brand should "think" in order to get noticed, to create traction in the
market, in order to have a chance against potentially larger and much more established
brands.There is no simple recipe nor answer, but it is quite thought-provoking and in fact
therefore pretty useful.He has developed some sort of conceptual model which I personally
don't need much nor find too useful - having been a management consultant with a famous
consultancy in my distant past - but the practical examples and comments are good.”

Paul Sloane, “A Marketing Master Class. Adam Morgan sets out to show how smaller players
can challenge the market leaders with creative marketing strategies. He succeeds brilliantly and
in doing so feeds us some provocative ideas. His examples and case studies are highly
instructive. The book will stimulate you to think about your marketing strategies and give you
pointers for using innovation to power market share growth. A terrific read for anyone interested
in business strategy, marketing or innovation.”

Nikolaj Denmark, “Want to be like Innocent and Method? Read this book.. This is in my humble
opinion the best book in challenger behaviour written by the godfather of this revolutionary
marketing thinking Adam Morgan.Put very simple other books like appraised Kevin Robert's
Lovemarks stress the importance of an emotional connection in B2C relations. Fair enough but
this finding is the easy part. How to do it is much more tricky.Eating the Big Fish gives you the
blue print to accomplish this. Am on my fourth copy (all worn out with underlining and comments)
and Adam Morgan's brilliant thinking has been the foundations of all my companies since I first



read the first edition more than 10 years ago. I cannot express my die hard excitement strong
enough.Actually when I come to think about it - maybe I should instead encourage you to not
read this book. Because then I potentially loose my competitive edge..:)However, some sort of
poetic justice and my deep appreciation for Eating The Big Fish encourage my to tell the truth:
The best book and not by coincidence the foundation on which successful companies like
Innocent and Method created their storytelling.”

J. Baker, “As easy as ABCG - Absolutely Brilliant Challenger Guide. Recommended to me by
Gav the challenger - you know who you are.As much as you can't become a challenger just by
reading a book, this is a bloody good start and guide-rail for when you do default back to
mundane mainstream, albeit temporarily.”

Alasdair McColl, “Take on the World and win. Great book outlining how small companies can use
their skill and agility to beat the dark force that is Amazon”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 137 people have provided feedback.
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